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Liberals are criticizing a piece of legislation passed this week by the Western Regional District in B.C. over fears it could protect
environmental groups' secret fundraising activities. The controversial legislation is about to go to a provincial court for a final say, with
the legal challenge centred on sections of the legislation related to the oversight of First Nations and political fundraising. "We don't
want to see the environmental movement paying a price for the fundraising abuses," said Patti Smith, a former Liberal MP and
president of the union Unifor. "How could we possibly expect to support a responsible government if it was continually
outmanoeuvred in the campaign finance system by groups that have raised vast amounts of undisclosed money?" Smith said she is
concerned the legislation could allow the "restrictions and limitations" on fundraising to be lifted for groups that are considered to be
advocating on public policy. Echoing concerns from the Liberals, the head of the union representing the forestry sector says the
legislation might provide new, damaging loopholes in campaign finance laws. "It's one thing to say that the forest industry is struggling
because of unfair attack ads in the past, but it's quite another to bring in outside groups who are raising money and who are not subject
to the same kind of disclosure rules," said Greg McLean. "Our concern is it creates new loopholes that can be used by groups to raise
funds and keep them out of the campaign financing system." The legislation, which passed in May, gives the district's board of
directors the authority to ban certain groups from participating in future elections in the district, like logging companies, political
parties and unions. "The board shall adopt a policy that bans a registered group from participating in future elections of the board if
the board determines that the group has engaged in a behaviour that is in breach of a code of conduct relating to the conduct of
elections," reads part of the legislation. Critics say the legislation gives too much power to the board. They also say it's problematic
that the legislation provides exemptions for people who are registered with certain charities and who participate in certain volunteer
positions. "The legislation is also silent on the question of the time limits for campaigns and the loopholes in the legislation," said
Green Party MLA Andrew Weaver. "It basically allows the board to define political parties and third parties as the same thing and it
allows political parties and third parties to spend money at will without disclosing where that money is coming from
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á´€á´›sá´„á´€á´‡Êœ At the time of this writing, about 30% of children under the age of 14 are obese, while in 2011 there were only
about 17% of such people. According to scientists, this is not only a problem for the population of Europe, but for the whole world.
According to them, the main reason for this phenomenon is excessive consumption of food, as well as lack of physical activity. Obese
children have an increased risk of developing diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and other diseases. fffad4f19a
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